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As another example of using LDA with literary data, I will here work through the modeling
demonstrated in Jockers, 13.1–13.8. We’ll get to part-of-speech tagging (13.9) soon. I’ll also
use dplyr operations as I make the corpus instead of the various R functions Jockers uses.

Workflow

This example involves enough stuff that it begins to become tedious to do all the work in
a single R markdown file. Because XML and mallet operations can’t be cached by knitr,
the editing and debugging process gets tiring. So here’s one way to spread your work over
several files. This will be useful for your report-writing as well.
We are now going to have several files with our code in them. One file (this one) will be the
master file; it will explicitly run the code in the other files, but only when we need to. We
will make dependencies explicit. To use another R script, we simply use the source function:
source("script.R") runs the R (not R markdown) code in script.R. In an R markdown
document, you can certainly use source, but you should be careful about cacheing effects.
You could simply mark the chunk in which you source as cache=F, but that defeats the
purpose of the exercise. But let us say that we know the point of the script is to create a file
called novels.mallet. Then we will create a cache=F chunk that only sources the script if
that file doesn’t exist. If we change the script, we can also delete novels.mallet to ensure
it is rerun. The R markdown would look something like this:

` ̀`{r make-instances, cache=F}
if (!file.exists("novels.mallet")) {

source("novels_instances.R")
}
` ̀`

A fancier approach is to use a chunk option that looks like this:

` ̀`{r make-instances,
cache.extra=file.info("novels_instances.R")$mtime}

source("novels_instances.R")
` ̀`

This chunk only runs when the script novels_instances.R has been modified.
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There is a specialized program for handling more complex dependencies, GNU make. This
very powerful tool is well worth learning—someday. For now, I recommend the source
approach.
For the purposes of these notes, I do want to introduce one more wrinkle, however. I want
to put my secondary code not just in an ordinary R script but in a literate R markdown file.
Just as you can source an R script within your master R markdown file, you can also knit
an R markdown file! In this case, you will be knitting for the side effect of producing some
auxiliary file you will go on to use in your master file.
It is possible to use the knitr function knit, but to most closely duplicate what happens
when you click “Knit PDF” in RStudio, you should instead use the render function from the
rmarkdown package. But because of the way knitr works, we’ll get errors if we try to invoke
rmarkdown::render(). Instead we have to use the following workaround, which starts a
whole new R process to do the job:

` ̀`{r make-instances, cache=F}
if (!file.exists("novels.mallet")) {

system("R -e 'rmarkdown::render(\"novels_instances.Rmd\", \"pdf_document\")'")
}
` ̀`

If novels.mallet is not found, this will produce novels_instances.pdf and run the code
in novels_instances.Rmd. This is the approach I have used in these files. It might be a bit
finicky on your systems (notice the funny business with quotes instead system(...); you
might also get errors trying to run an extra R in this way, though within the Vagrant virtual
machine you should be all right). If you use regular R scripts for your own secondary files,
comment your code!
[Edit, 5/11/15.] Moyang taught me about another, less kludgy option provided by knitr.
You can include a “child” R markdown in your main R markdown using the child chunk
option. It looks like this:

` ̀`{r make-instances, child="novels_instances.Rmd"}
` ̀`

This is (almost) equivalent to copying and pasting the contents of novels_instances.Rmd
in to the main file at this point. Unlike the solutions with source or system, the knitted
contents of the child file will be included in the knitted parent. In this case, I don’t want
that. On the other hand, one advantage of the child approach is that the child code can of
course make use of variables created and libraries loaded in the parent file. This discourages
you somewhat from a more cleanly encapsulated design, but it is useful when you want to
spread code and markdown for one continuous document over several files. however, in the
present case I actually want to separate out the instance-list creation and modeling processes
and generate separate R markdowns about them, so I have stuck with the kludgier option
here. Think carefully about which approaches are most useful for your reports.
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Creating the instance list file

We must first create the MALLET instances out of the novels corpus. The process for doing
this is discussed in the associated document, Producing a Segmented Corpus of Novels. Here
I am knitting this file if novels.mallet is not found (and removing novels.mallet by hand
when I change novels_instances.Rmd).

if (!file.exists("novels.mallet")) {
system(

"R -e 'rmarkdown::render(\"novels_instances.Rmd\", \"pdf_document\")'"
)

}

Generating the model

Now we must create the model itself. Again I am documenting this in a separate file,
Producing the Topic Model, which is knit here if novels_model_state.gz is not found:

if (!file.exists("novels_model_state.gz")) {
system(

"R -e 'rmarkdown::render(\"novels_model.Rmd\", \"pdf_document\")'"
)

}

As “Producing the Topic Model” explains, after running MALLET we save not only the
sampling state but also the “metadata” about the chunks, stored in chunk_names.txt, and
metadata about the model itself.

Exploring the model

Now we can read in that final sampling state and begin to explore what we have:

chunk_names <- readLines("chunk_names.txt")
model <- read_mallet_state("novels_model_state.gz", chunk_names)

Wordclouds and topics

A word-cloud visualization has a rather unusual grammar. The size of a word is proportional
to its weight, and a graphical algorithm places words in such a way as to allow us to pack in as
many words as possible into the two-dimensional plane. This packing means that the spatial
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position of words is not related to any property of the data in a simple way.1 Nonetheless, a
word cloud is a fairly concise visualization of a good deal of word-rank information, so it’s a
useful exploratory tool to have on hand. In general, it is not a good idea to include a word
cloud as evidence in your articles or reports. If the word ranks and weights matter, give
them as a table.
The R package wordcloud (install.packages("wordcloud") lets you make a wordcloud
without too much trouble, though its documentation and interface could be better. In
particular, wordcloud is itself a plotting function, which returns nothing and as a side effect
draws a word-cloud plot. You are not using ggplot when you use wordcloud but rather “base
R” graphics. You can’t modify these plots except by using base-R graphics tricks which I
hope you never have to learn. But the package was made for exploration, and it’ll do the
job. Here is a wordcloud of a topic:

library("wordcloud")

topic_top_words <- model %>%
group_by(topic, word) %>%
summarize(count=n()) %>%
mutate(weight=count / sum(count)) %>%
top_n(30, weight)

topic7 <- filter(topic_top_words, topic == 7)
wordcloud(topic7$word, topic7$weight,

min.freq=0, # keep them all
random.order=F, # top words at center
rot.per=0) # no sideways words

Here are top words, without their weights, for all the topics:

1The algorithm lays words out in a spiral. The spiral can be either in rank order or random order. I
recommend the former. In that case the distance of a word from the center of the cloud increases with its
rank, so the top-ranking words are near the center, though the scaling function is very irregular and depends
on, e.g, the typeface and on which letters the words contain. Non-random ordering also means words tend
to be near their rank-neighbors, though this is not guaranteed by the algorithm.
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Figure 1: Topic 7 as a word cloud

topic_top_words %>%
top_n(8) %>%
arrange(desc(weight)) %>%
summarize("top words"=str_c(word, collapse=" ")) %>%
print_tabular()

topic top words
1 little woman going knew life world felt began
2 madame uncle dear cousin quite doctor knollys father
3 water cook doctor bottle shoes drink pair potatoes
4 church book books title reading holy religious square
5 poor wid god that sure house there woman
6 mademoiselle ma’am wynston danvers de doctor wi merton
7 lake wylder captain attorney chelford dear vicar poor
8 mother old big farm family god came dad
9 little old looking quite sort smile side white

10 old father ranch conway horse el race san
11 take time head give right hand half came
12 room house night door saw morning bed sat
13 arcy camp horse dermod gold jos poppy men
14 life name death god done blood heaven taken
15 old came eyes magsie children voice suddenly looked
16 father priest wid finigan parish reverence worthy boy
17 children eyes prairie face connors connor away wild
18 connor god fardorougha bartle night bodagh flanagan boy
19 day work time place small years high brought
20 sturk doctor nutter poor tis aunt devereux irons
21 family felt knew person wife eye took gentleman
22 school boys teacher girls class poor student students
23 men water road feet distance side river reached
24 judge dead ground court evidence shot body horse
25 cloth name ireland family century 8vo old rev
26 colonel old timber sequoia woods uncle lumber office
27 old whitecraft squire rapparee men bawn cooleen daughter priest
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28 washington french time day adderly indians place doctor
29 people world year general knowledge small gave common
30 night carthy mogue lamh laudher friend proctor driscol
31 san men city california state ireland land native
32 paper editor office city job story town news
33 spirit sorrow feeling affection deep beautiful happy melancholy
34 dollars company pay country interest decided reason returned
35 race celtic island years races book language tongue
36 day place country truth fact state character true
37 lord clutchy cumber loughlin father religion men slime
38 eyes looked heard time hands hand stood voice
39 years case dr carmilla general street written carrick
40 water trees field wood ground hogs corn cattle
41 heart father mother dear girl feel child tears
42 mind hear wish kind word friend believe leave
43 mother girls quite presently big hair isn’t pretty

Notice the appearance of “you’re.” Perhaps contractions should have been on the stoplist,
and if we were studying this corpus further we should certainly try a second model with
these terms omitted. However, they strike me as potentially good markers of dialogue in
these novels, and so I’ve left them in on this pass. There are some topics of interpretive
interest here, though also a number of hard-to-interpret topics, and, quite clearly, a number
of topics built around character names. As we’ll shortly see, these topics are captured by
single novels.

A heatmap

Just to show what we might then go on to explore with a model of this kind, here is a way of
looking for interesting patterns. We are going to re-aggregate the novel chunks back together,
and then produce a tabular data display showing the prominence of each topic in each novel.
But instead of printing a numerical table, we’ll use a visual indicator of the proportion of
topics in novels.
First, let’s do the aggregation. Our novel-chunk names encode the original filename, so we
just do a little string operation on the doc column before combining values and calculating
proportions to get an identifier for each novel:

novel_topics <- model %>%
mutate(title=str_replace(doc, "_\\d+$", "")) %>%
group_by(title, topic) %>%
summarize(count=n()) %>%
mutate(weight=count / sum(count))

Let’s use labels for topics rather than numbers, too:
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topic_labels <- topic_top_words %>%
top_n(3) %>% arrange(desc(weight)) %>%
summarize(label=str_c(word, collapse=" "))

novel_topics <- novel_topics %>% ungroup() %>%
mutate(topic=factor(topic, labels=topic_labels$label))

Now we have topic proportions in each novel. What about the plot? Here is the grammar:

1. x axis: novel
2. y axis: topic number
3. geom area: topic proportion
4. color intensity: topic proportion
5. transparency: topic proportion
6. geometric figure: one circle for each topic-novel combination

The use of circle area, color, and alpha is a graphical triple-coding. We map area rather
than radius tries to help the eye (we want twice as much color to signal twice as much
topic, not four times as much). In ggplot, the way we plot circles is already familiar:
geom_point. We now map a new aesthetic, size, and we ensure the areal mapping with the
scale transformation scale_size_area (by default the mapping is to circle radius).

topics_heatmap <- ggplot(novel_topics, aes(title, topic)) +
geom_point(aes(size=weight, color=weight, alpha=weight)) +
scale_size_area()

Finally we remove the legends and gray background, but draw in the grid:

topics_heatmap <- topics_heatmap + xlab("") +
scale_y_discrete(name="", limits=rev(topic_labels$label)) +
theme(legend.position="none",

axis.text.x=element_text(size=7, angle=90),
axis.text.y=element_text(size=7),
axis.ticks=element_line(size=0.1, color="gray90"),
panel.grid.major=element_line(size=0.1, color="gray90"),
panel.grid.minor=element_line(size=0.1, color="gray90"),
panel.background=element_blank())

topics_heatmap

This figure could be improved by reordering the columns so that related novels are nearby
(the alphabetical ordering of columns happens to put novels by the same author near one
another, which is not useless, but if we want to think about our model we should consider
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Figure 2: Heat map of topics in novels
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other orderings too). Another possibility (which would indicate something different than this
plot) would be to change the scoring so that it is relative not to 100% but to the maximum
topic proportion in any novel for that topic. [Edited 5/8/15 There is also a convenient geom
for heatmaps which fills up grid squares with color, geom_tile.]
Notice that the “heatmap” figure can be drawn for any interval-scale tabular data (a matrix
of numbers). It has many applications. But despite the effort required to produce figures
like these, they can only be the starting point for an analysis. The analysis begins in earnest
when we ask about the significance of patterns we see. Then…back to the model, and further
analysis.
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